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ABSTRACT
Business–IT alignment is an ongoing activity of high im-
portance for the success of a business. This is a hard task,
especially in the context of value webs in which multiple
businesses collaborate with each other to reach a common
goal. Value models, as the outcome of the value web ex-
ploration phase, represent solutions for business people, but
not for software engineers. The latter ones have to come
up with a blueprint for the implementation at application
level. This can have two faces: Either there are no systems
at all and everything needs to be designed from scratch, or
it is desired to use as many existing systems as possible. In
the latter case, on which we focus in this paper, it must be
checked which functionality existing systems should provide
and whether they are usable for the given value web con-
text. This affords several design activities, as well as check-
ing consistency between different models. Our approach can
be viewed as an alignment checking method and also as a gap
analysis, in case existing systems miss a given functionality.

General Terms
Design, Verification.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous—
Information Systems Planning and Design; D.2.1 [Software
Engineering]: Use Cases.

Keywords
Business–IT alignment, requirements engineering, value mod-
eling, use cases, consistency checking.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the opening of the internet in the 1990s the num-

ber of companies that cooperated by means of computer
networks increased rapidly, and the different kinds of net-
works that they formed also increased rapidly [4, 18]. We
will call such networks “value webs”. The main purpose of
a value web is to satisfy specific consumer needs, which one
company cannot satisfy alone. Because of increasing signifi-
cance of value webs, several modeling approaches have been
introduced with the aim to help design such business constel-
lations. We have for instance e3-value [10, 11], a method for
exploring e-Business ideas. e3-value focuses on the trading
paths of value objects (e.g. services, goods, money) between
the business actors in a network. Apart from its graphi-
cal representation it also provides mechanisms for assessing
the economic sustainability of the value web. Another ap-
proach is the BMO (Business Model Ontology), which was
developed by Osterwalder and Pigneur [2]. BMO takes the
perspective of a single company by considering its environ-
ment that might be a value web, whereas e3-value is taking
a network perspective and focuses on the value web itself.
Yet another approach that could be used in the context of
a value web is the REA (Resource–Event–Actor) ontology.
REA takes an accounting perspective on the business rela-
tions between economic entities and was initially developed
by McCarthy [21] and later extended to form an accountabil-
ity infrastructure for enterprise information architectures [5,
16].

A method such as e3-value helps business analysts to ex-
plore different networked business ideas. Its outcome can be
presented as a possible solution to business managers, but
represents a business–IT alignment problem for software en-
gineers, who have to implement the idea at the application
level [20]. Currently there exists no systematic approach in
providing a blueprint for addressing this challenge. Tradi-
tional business–IT alignment approaches, like e.g. Informa-
tion Engineering are not optimally suited [14], because they
were designed for single companies and therefore come short
in the networked context [15]. Dietz described recently how
to derive use cases from business process models [8], but
there exists, to the best of our knowledge, no work that
aligns use case diagrams (UCDs) and value models.

In this paper we propose an approach for checking the
alignment between a value web and the IT that supports
its realization, represented by an e3-value model and use
case diagrams respectively. We thus consider the functional
aspect of business–IT alignment, leaving the quality aspect



for later. Section 2 provides brief background information
on e3-value and the case study considered in this paper.
Section 3 analyzes the role IT can play with respect to
value webs and Section 4 describes the application of our
method, which we extracted by means of case-study-oriented
research. In Section 5 we discuss our results, propose future
work, and conclude the paper.

2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Value webs are networked business constellations that as

a whole deliver something of economic value, such as goods,
services or data to a consumer. We consider the consumer
to be part of the value web. In order to deliver the object of
economic value to the consumer, the businesses in the web
also exchange objects of economic value with each other. We
consider value webs that are supported by information and
communication technology (ICT). We follow in our research
the e3-value ontology proposed by Gordijn and Akkermans
[10, 11]. e3-value is based on the concept of economic reci-
procity and it shows “who is offering and exchanging what
with whom and expects what in return” [9, p. 86]. In the
remainder of this subsection we explain shortly the core con-
cepts of the e3-value ontology by means of a real-life ex-
ample of Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) in the
domain of international voluntary work [17]. Each NGO has
the following administration tasks: It sends volunteers from
its own country to projects in other countries and its own
projects and it accepts volunteers from other countries in its
own projects. The projects are provided by so-called partner
organizations, who pay a fee for the volunteers sent to their
projects. The volunteers pay a handling fee for being placed
in one of the projects. The overall aim of this collaboration
is to learn from other cultures and to help in local social
development. Contact between the NGOs is maintained by
a supranational umbrella organization that loosely coordi-
nates the work of the NGOs. The following systems are
present at each NGO: A general ledger system for the finan-
cial administration, a simple workflow management system
(WFM) for placing each volunteer in a project, a project
database of available projects, and a customer relationship
management system (CRM) to manage information about
the volunteers interested in voluntary work. Furthermore,
each NGO has its own website. Since the NGOs are inde-
pendent organizations, the implementations of these systems
vary widely and do not provide compatible interfaces. In
our example this represents the old business constellation,
but one stakeholder in the network is studying the possi-
bility to centralize the WFM and CRM systems and taking
over the matching process from the NGOs. This represents
the new business situation. The question to be solved is
how this can be done such that the umbrella organization
works profitable, while the NGOs perform better in terms of
cost, quality, or both. In Figure 1 both value constellations
are shown. The old constellation consists of the market seg-
ments NGOs, partner organizations and volunteers, whereas
the new business constellation contains additionally an um-
brella organization (represented by the dotted line) that is
meant to be the new host and owner of the CRM and WFM.
The new business constellation allows now for doing global
matching.

In e3-value a business actor is a profit-and-loss respon-
sible business unit, like e.g. the umbrella organization. It
is represented by a rectangle. A market segment is a group
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Figure 1: NGO value model for old and new business
constellation.

of actors that share the same needs and is represented as
three stacked actors such as the NGOs. Actors and mar-
ket segments exchange value objects (e.g. fee for matching
functionality). This is realized through value ports, which
are located at the value interfaces. A value interface con-
sists of in and out ports that belong to the same actor or
market segment. A value exchange is used to connect two
value ports with each other and is shown as line between the
value ports. A dependency path begins with a start stimulus,
which in turn usually represent some kind of need. In our
example the start stimulus is places at the NGOs, because
they want volunteer work to happen. Note that a depen-
dency path is not the same as a process. For example, the
AND-fork in Figure 1 merely specifies that to let voluntary
work happen, both projects and volunteers are needed. It
does not specify that these have to be acquired in parallel.
In fact, the NGOs basically follow a sequential process in
which projects are acquired first, which are then offered to
potential volunteers.

3. ON VALUE MODEL CONCEPTS AND IT
FUNCTIONALITY

3.1 Services and Value Object Transfers
We view a value web as a web of services, and define a ser-

vice to be an interaction between two or more parties, which
is of value for the client, and is in most cases of intangible
nature. An e-service is a service provided online. The vis-
ible interactions in an e3-value model are the value object
transfers between the actors. Note that not all arrows rep-
resent services, or e-services respectively, because e3-value
is based on the principle of economic reciprocity, meaning



that an arrow is either a service, or the obligation to refund
“somehow” the service provision. This does not necessarily
imply value objects of monetary character (fee, payment,
money, etc.), but could be also anything else of value. But
the concept of a value object needs to be further elaborated,
because it is a rather abstract entity that could be nearly
everything an actor could consider valuable. According to
the e3-value developers a value object can be a good, a ser-
vice, money or even an experience [10]. We almost agree,
but our view differs inasmuch that we put the concept of a
service at the beginning of the equation, which results in the
following view: Every service in the value web is represented
as a value object transfer, but not every transferred value
object in the value web is a service. For instance, a physical
good is by definition not a service, but its transfer from one
actor to another is a service. Therefore we replace service
by data and activities and propose a value object taxon-
omy that consists of six categories. These are (A) monetary
value objects, (B) data value objects, (C) physical value ob-
jects, (D) activity-based value objects, (E) experience value
objects, and (F) other value objects.

A monetary value object refers to objects such as money,
fee, or payment, which can be expressed in some currency.
In most cases the transfer of a monetary value object will
represent the obligation to refund a service (law of economic
reciprocity). But this is not a strict rule, when thinking of
financial services, e.g. a personal credit at a bank. A data
value object may refer to data or information, like e.g. on-
line newspaper or weather forecasts on the internet. Phys-
ical value objects (C) refer to tangible goods (e.g. book,
house, chair). While selling and delivering them to a client,
a service is provided. A further category in our taxonomy
is represented by activity-based value objects. Take for in-
stance security, where certain activities are needed to assure
and maintain it, or reviewing a paper for a conference. This
category is most similar to the traditional view of a service
(e.g. taxi ride, hair cut, or the like, where certain activities
are needed to provide it). An experience value object refers
to something a client experiences and finds valuable. Often
such experiences cause satisfaction on the client’s side. A
popular example is to listen to a music stream on the inter-
net. Other value objects is the last category of our taxonomy
and encompasses all value objects that do not fall under one
of the mentioned categories.

Considering the nature of such value objects, or more pre-
cisely the nature of their transfer from provider to client,
helps us already to reason about IT functionality needed.
Monetary value objects suggest that some kind of financial
system (billing system, etc.) is needed to handle the money
flow. Data objects suggest the presence of a database, con-
taining all the data and information (e.g. in form of PDF
files, mp3-files, or even XML data). Physical value objects
might suggest that a provider needs an ordering system to
manage the reorder process for the goods to be delivered
(e.g. catalog company needs always to have a certain stock
of goods in their warehouses in order to be able to deliver in
time). For the remaining three categories this is often not
so obvious.

However, IT functionality must be planned in a more de-
tailed way. The following subsection investigates the role of
IT support during the entire service consumption cycle.

3.2 Exploring the role of IT support during
the service consumption process

Exploring in which ways IT can support services can give
us guidelines about identifying required IT functionality in a
fairly detailed manner. We distinguish the following tasks of
IT support: execution, registration, monitoring and control.
We map these against the consumption cycle of an service.
The service consumption cycle contains following steps: in-
formation provision about service, access to service, delivery
of service, payment of service, and termination of service.
As result we get the framework in Figure 2, which shows
all possible IT functionalities for each phase in the service
consumption cycle.
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Figure 2: Identifying IT functionality.

Note, this is an exhaustive list which does not require that
all functions need to be present in a working implementa-
tion. A pure e-service will probably have most functional-
ities from the execution column and maybe some from the
other columns. Consider for example that a service provider,
after receiving an online order, sends an email with invoice
number to the client asking him to make a bank transfer. Af-
ter receiving the money the provider will deliver the service
to the client. Clearly, in this example no online payment
is provided, so that there is also no such IT functionality
supported. It could even be that the registration that the
service was payed is done by comparing account statements
by hand. Nevertheless we would still talk about an e-service,
if its delivery takes place online.

4. AN APPROACH TO CHECK ALIGNMENT
In this section we describe our approach to check the align-

ment of value-based business models and IT functionality.
Our approach consists of several activities resulting in spe-
cific outcomes.

Figure 3 shows the logic of our approach. The rectan-
gles represent the outcomes. Our approach starts with an

e
3
-value services

role of IT

support
use cases alignment

identify determine define check

Figure 3: The logic of our approach.



e3-value model, which is the outcome of a previously per-
formed e-business exploration phase. After identifying the
services, which consist of value object transfers, we need to
determine IT functions needed for the appropriate services.
On this bases we define use cases, before we perform our
alignment check. Our approach is explained by means of
the NGO case in the following subsections.

4.1 Service Identification
As already mentioned, we view a value web as a web (or

collection) of services, which as a whole satisfy a consumer
need. A service, as a mostly intangible interaction between a
provider and a client, consists of the provision of a value ob-
ject from provider to client and of a reciprocal value object
transfer in the opposite direction, so that a service consists
usually of at least two complementary value object transfers.
In our NGO example we can identify three services, namely
project staffing, volunteer placement, and the matching ser-
vice. Project staffing consists of three value object transfers
between two business participants. For getting volunteers,
who do the voluntary work, placed in the projects (activity-
based value object) the partner organizations must transfer
fees (monetary value object) and offer a project (data value
object) by means of information. Volunteer placement is a
service that also consists of three value object transfers be-
tween two business participants, this time the NGOs and
the volunteers themselves. The volunteers’ main interest is
to get placed in a project by the NGOs. The information
about this project (data value object) is in turn the value
object of their interest. They oblige themselves to pay fees
(monetary value object) and to offer the provision of work
power (activity-based value object) in return. The last ser-
vice, matching consists of two value object transfers between
the NGOs and the umbrella organization. For being able to
do global matching (data value objects) and to retrieve rele-
vant information the NGOs are paying fees (monetary value
objects).

4.2 Determine role of desired IT support
The activity to determine IT functions is probably the

most significant one in constructing a bridge between a busi-
ness model and IT functionality. Building a blueprint for the
implementation at application level heavily depends on per-
forming this activity accurately. The circumstances in which
this task has to be performed can be of two different natures:
(i) Either there are no systems at all and everything needs
to be designed from scratch, or (ii) it is desired to use as
many existing systems as possible. In short, for both cases
we can use Figure 2 to identify and specify IT functionality.
In the first case (i), we can simply consider all cells as a
check-list in designing the blueprint. This ensures that the
designer does not forget to consider important IT support
for the provision of a service. If we deal with the second
case (ii), we can use it for analyzing available functional-
ity of existing systems. Afterwards we determine whether
this functionality suffices for enabling the services (and value
object transfers respectively) from the e3-value model, or
not (gap analysis). In our NGO case both situations exist.
We deal with existing systems, because the ledger system,
the project database and the website remain further on at
the NGOs. Also the functionality of these existing systems
does not change in the new business constellation. All CRM
and WFM systems at the NGOs are replaced by one cen-

tral CRM and one central WFM to be hosted by the um-
brella organization. These systems currently do not exist
and therefore need to be newly designed. The key require-
ment of the NGOs on the new CRM and WFM systems is
to make matching more efficient and effective. Following
constraint limits thereby the solution space:

C1: The WFM and CRM system must support at least the
same functionalities as they held previously in the old busi-
ness constellation (cf. Section 2).

The results are shown in Figure 4. Each cross indicates
what kind of IT functionality was supported by the multi-
ple WFM and CRM systems at each of the NGOs. From
C1 we know that at least this IT support is also required in
the centralized, new constellation. This means that the new
CRM and WFM systems must have at least this function-
ality in order to enable the value object transfers that make
up the matching service. Empty cells indicate that such IT
support is not required.
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Figure 4: Role of IT support according to C1.

4.3 Use Case Definition
Use cases are an integral part of the UML specification1

and represent a simple but powerful technique for capturing
functional requirements of a business system [1, 6, 7]. We
assume that the reader is familiar with modeling use cases.
What makes use cases interesting for the business-IT align-
ment task in general is that all stakeholders involved get a
description of the system functionality that all understand.
We are aware of limitations associated with use case model-
ing in the area of software development (e.g. [3]), which are
based among others on the high level of functional abstrac-
tion. Our aim is to analyze and define the operational envi-
ronment of a networked value constellation and thus provide
a bridge between the business world and the software world.
The concepts of the value-based business models are not
data-driven, like in traditional systems planning approaches
[12], and further also use very abstract concepts such as the
previously discussed value object transfers. The decision
for use cases for bridging early requirements with posterior
implementation concerns seems appropriate to us and out-
weighs the concerns.

For the matching service, which we first identified from
the e3-value model and for which we later set limits re-
garding the required IT functionality with respect to the
service consumption cycle, the main functionality is pro-

1UML stands for Unified Modeling Language.
See also http://www.uml.org/
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vided by the WFM system, or more precisely by one of its
use cases, [a] place volunteer. Because of C1, the definition
of this use case is not difficult. But, for being able to per-
form the matching service and place a volunteer, the WFM
needs access to external data. This is enabled by including
following two use cases, [b] access project data from project
database, and [c] access volunteer data from CRM system.
[a], [b], and [c] are the use cases representing the four crosses
in the access to service and delivery row respectively. The
remaining cross in the cell ’payment of service/registration’
is enabled by use case [d], settle invoice. This four use cases
were supported in the old business constellation, and they
must also be supported by the IT hosted by the umbrella or-
ganization, i.e. in order to satisfy C1 the centralized WFM
must contain the mentioned four use cases. We considered
so far only the WFM for which we defined the use cases.
However, the CRM system is also outsourced to the um-
brella organization. Its existence is essential, because the
WFM obtains data about the volunteers from it. Without
the CRM, among others, the umbrella organization would
not be able to offer the matching service. The main func-
tionality of the CRM system is to capture information done
by volunteers via the website by letting them [e] create, [f]
read, [g] update, and [h] delete volunteer data. The CRM,
like the WFM has a use case called settle invoice [i]. Fig-
ure 5a. shows the UCD for the WFM system and Figure 5b.
the UCD for the CRM system. Both UCDs capture the re-
quired functions for executing and registering the access to
the matching service, for executing and registering the its
delivery, and for sending invoices to the NGOs. In both fig-
ures organizational boundaries were added by a dashed line.
This helps pointing out, whether the associations between
actors and use cases are in-house or across organizational
boundaries.

4.4 Alignment Checking
Checking alignment between a value model and IT func-

tionality requires us to investigate several consistency rela-
tionships. Discussing and constructing a system from dif-
ferent points of view is often done in order to deal with
the complexity of a system. Each viewpoint contains a par-
tial specification of the system from a particular perspective.
Recently, consistency between value models and UML activ-
ity diagrams [22] and Petri nets [13] respectively (business
process viewpoint) have been investigated , but there exists,
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Figure 6: Communication diagram for (a) checking
business actors and (b) checking use cases .

to the best of our knowledge, no work that checks functional
alignment at the systems level.

The problem is that each viewpoint, and therefore each
model specifying such a viewpoint, has a different focus and
is built up of different concepts. As a consequence the mod-
els of different viewpoints are not directly comparable. An
e3-value model depicts value exchanges in a multi-actor net-
work from a business perspective, whereas UCDs capture
functionality from an application viewpoint. For checking,
whether multiple models are consistent, it is important to
concentrate on common constructs present in the involved
models. We use communication diagrams [19] to represent
IT systems (and functional requirements respectively) in the
context of the value web. A communication diagram consists
simply of business actors, information systems, and com-
munication channels between the systems. Business actors
are simply derived from an e3-value model itself, by map-
ping each actor (and market segment respectively) to an
organization boundary in the communication diagram. We
follow the system-subsystem argument from systems engi-
neering and view the applications and information systems
as the subsystems of the system business actor. For pop-
ulating the organization/system boundary with subsystems
we need to define the latter ones. Sometimes information
about the subsystems is given in the case description, like
in our case, or this can be done as described in Section 4.3.
Communication channels represent data flows between the
subsystems. This allows us to check consistency between the
business perspective and application perspective. For doing
so, we perform three main consistency checks, namely we
are checking business actors, use cases, and communication
channels.

Checking business actors. An e3-value model and a
communication diagram are consistent, if each actor (and
market segment) in the value model are represented in the
communication diagram of the value web under considera-
tion and vice versa. In Figure 1 we have four actors (in-
cluding market segments), which can also be found in the
communication diagram shown in Figure 6. Note that we
have drawn the volunteer as a stick person, because s/he will
not need a specific system implemented, but only internet
access to enter data on the website applications of the NGOs.



Checking use cases. UCDs, as the models that we use to
capture functional requirements of value models, are consis-
tent with communication diagrams, if use cases are allocated
to the same systems in both diagrams. Comparing Figure 5a
and 5b with Figure 6, we can see that all use cases [a–i] are
placed in the correct and appropriate systems.

Checking communication channels. UCDs, as the mod-
els that we use to capture functional requirements of value
models, are consistent with communication diagrams, if the
defined associations are represented as communication chan-
nels in the communication diagram of the value web. We see
in Figure 5 that the uses cases that make up the WFM are
associated to a number of actors, namely [A] with the CRM,
[B] with the Project database, and [C] with the ledger sys-
tem. The use cases that make up the CRM are associated
to following actors, namely [D] website, [E] ledger system.
As already mentioned there is already a association with the
WFM [A]. We can identify these in the annotated commu-
nication diagram shown in Figure 7. Note that sometimes,
depending on the case on hand, we are able to be more
detailed while checking consistency with respect to com-
munication channels. We can check for (a) internal and
(b) external communication channels. In Figure 5 we can
see that the association between a use case of the WFM
and the actor CRM is located inside the system boundaries
(dashed lines). We referred to this association previously
as [A]. All the other associations ([B], [C], [D], and [E]) are
of inter-organizational nature. Again, we can identify [A]
being inside the umbrella organization, whereas the others
are connected with systems at the NGOs.
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Figure 7: Communication diagram for (a) checking
internal and (b) external communication channels.

5. DISCUSSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH
Summary. In this paper, we proposed an approach for
planning IT functionality for a given value model. Our ap-
proach considers both extrema in systems design, i.e. plan-
ning completely from scratch and considering existing sys-
tems. The resulting models are validated by performing an
alignment check. Our verification of alignment consists of
three distinct consistency checking rules. We have developed
this design and alignment approach to address an increased
need of business-IT alignment in a value web context.

Difficulty of approach. Checking alignment for this spe-
cific case was not very difficult, because the existing systems
at the NGOs must have the same functionality in the new
business constellation as before. The centralized new sys-
tems require also the same functionality as in the old busi-
ness constellation (which worked already for many years).
We captured this functionality for each system by means of
use cases and mapped these to the systems to be build in
the communication diagram in order to ensure an aligned
architecture. Note that, even though this is not treated
explicitly in this paper, changes are also required at the ex-
isting systems. Although the functionality of these remains
the same, new interfaces to the WFM and CRM systems at
the umbrella organization are needed. However, this is not
necessarily a disadvantage, when compared to the old busi-
ness constellation. Successful application of our approach re-
quires that the designer understands the problem area well
enough, in order to be able to carry out the functionality
identification (cf. Section 3.2) and design (cf. Section 4.3)
activities.

Benefits for NGOs. The NGOs will profit enormously
from the new business constellation. In the new business
constellation each NGO has to adapt its interfaces just to
one CRM and one WFM system at the umbrella organiza-
tion, and not anymore to each individual NGO. Further-
more, in the old way NGOs were searching only locally for
volunteers, i.e. by using the WFM of another NGO. Now the
WFM manages all information, so that global searching and
matching is achieved. In the old business constellation the
communication caused problems, because it was not fully
automated and matching did not span all WFMs at one
time.

Gap Analysis. Our alignment checking approach is also
very useful in identifying gaps. Assume a simple case, where
the comparison between the defined use cases and the use
cases present reveal that not all of the defined use cases are
present in an existing system. The non-existent use cases
(accompanied by use case documentation) represent already
a useful specification of the missing functionality. We know
exactly which functionality is missing, and has either to be
added to an existing system, or instead a COTS (commer-
cial of the shelf) component or package needs to be bought
for this. Note that these are cost-related issues that need
to be considered in the e3-value profitability calculations.
Negative numbers can lead to another value model, e.g. it
is not profitable to buy a COTS component and therefore
the IT functionality is outsourced. In this case an additional
actor would appear. Other scenarios are also conceivable.

Future Research. The NGO case is a valuable study plat-
form. We know the case from previous research and have
access to all data. In future research we plan to further
specify and formalize the logic of our approach and to inves-
tigate how quality is related to the alignment process. More
precisely, we aim to investigate the impact of changes at the
business level on quality issues at the IT level. For doing so
we will define metrics to evaluate the structural properties
that result from changes. Further, we intend to suggest ex-
post design guidelines for achieving high qualitative value
web implementations.
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